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PROGRAM NOTES 

Violin Concerto No. 2 . . Bela Bart6k 

When his friend Zoltan Szekely - best known for nearly forty years as lead
er of the Hungarian Quartet, which he founded in 1935 -asked Bart6k to write a 
concerto for him in 19 3 7, the composer offered to write a long work in the form 
of a theme and variations instead. The violinist, however, wanted a traditional 
three-movement concerto. In response, Bart6k adopted a solution that satisfied 
both composer and performer: a three-movement form in which the principle of 
variation plays an important structural role. Thus the slow movement is in fact 
a set of variations, while the two outer movements are variants of each other. 

During the late 1930s, Bart6k was much preoccupied with the thought of 
leaving Hungary, and one can perhaps read a certain nostalgic regret into the 
verbunkos manner of the opening of the Violin Concerto No. 2. (Verbunkos is 
the name given to the Hungarian romantic style frequently echoed by Bart6k in 
is earlier works, but eschewed in the music of his middle years.) The first move
ment contains some interesting tonal features: the second subject is a twelve
tone melody integrated within a fundamentally tonal framework, and quarter
tones are introduced just before the cadenza. The second movement, a brilliant 
example of Bart6k's characteristic of "night music," is a set of six variations on 
a theme of tenderness and simplicity. The harp plays a part in evoking the Hun
garian folk flavor; timpani and pizzicato double basses are used here with strik
ing effectiveness in terms of both color and rhythmic emphasis. It is in the finale 
that Bart6k's use of the variation principle is the most subtle and most imagina
tive. The entire final movement contains thematic materials of the first movement, 
reworked in new rhythms and new colors. The end brings a stunning feeling of 
retrospect and summation. 

Thirty years earlier, Bart6k had composed a shorter concerto for the young 
violinist Stefl Geyer, with whom he was in love at the time. He decided almost 
at once not to present that work to the public, and recycled the first of its two 
movements as the first of his Two Portraits. Not until 1958, thirteen years after 
Bart6k's death, was the early concerto given its first performance; it was then 
taken into the repertory as Violin Concerto No.], and the larger concerto writ
ten for Szekely was relabeled as No. 2. 

- Note by Hermine Gagne 

Six Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 6 . . Anton Webern 

The first pe,formance of Anton Webern's Six Pieces for Orchestra, Op. 6 is 
historic among disastrous premieres. The work was first performed in Vienna on 
March 31, 1913, under the auspices of the Academic Association for Literature 
and Music and was conducted by Webern's teacher, Arnold Schoenberg. The full 
program, in order, included Six Pieces for Orchestra, four songs with orchestra 
by Zemlinslry, Schoenberg's Chamber Symphony, two orchestral songs by Alban 
Berg (the third member, along with Schoenberg and Webern, of the historic Sec
ond Viennese School), and Kindertotenlieder by Gustav Mahler. The works of 
Webern and Schoenberg were followed both by overwhelming applause from 
those who favored their avant-garde style, and by hisses and laughter from a 
group of conservative reactionaries. It was during Berg's two orchestral pieces, 
however, that the hissing became so great that Schoenberg halted the perfor
mance to warn the dissenters that they were in danger of being thrown out. 
At this point heated arguments in the audience degenerated into brawling 
(performers included), and the program was never completed. 

Although audiences eventually became more receptive to the music of 
Schoenberg and Berg, Webern's work was generally not favored in his lifetime. 
In 1924 he turned from an extreme motivic, atonal style to strict application of 



Schoenberg's twelve-tone method. His techniques eventually attracted compos

ers of the 1950s and 1960s, profoundly influencing a period of experimentation 

in music known as the Darmstadt movement, of which Karlheinz Stockhausen 

and Pierre Boulez were the main proponents. 

Webern's music is generally known for its aphoristic quality, due in part to 

the intense concentration of musical ideas. Often his melodic lines are "atom

ized" into short fragments that are played by instruments of differing timbres, 

thereby creating a unique tone-color melody. An instance of this occurs at the 

beginning of the first piece where the trumpet takes over the melody in the flute. 

Thin textures are prominent; usually, only a few instruments play at one time. 

The musicologist, Bryan Simms, a Webern scholar, elegantly summarizes the 

composer's style in these words: "Beneath their fleeting surface lie profound 

networks of structural relations and whirlpools of personal sentiment." Indeed, 

Webern's Six Pieces for Orchestra portray the composer's emotional state and 

specific events regarding the death of his mother in 1906. The fourth movement 

was originally titled "Funeral March," but Webern later removed the title when 

he revised the work in 1928. 
- Note by Jim Haisler 

Don Juan, Op. 20 . . Richard Strauss 

At age twenty-five, Richard Strauss was appointed Kapellmeister to the 

Grand Duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach in 1889. The career of the immensely 

talented, young composer would make significant advances during his time as 

Kapellmeister (1889-1894), when he was aided by the friendship and influence 

of his mentor, Hans von Bulow. Most significant of this point in his career was 

the premiere of his second tone poem, Don Juan, which would establish him 

as the leading composer of the day. 
Strauss prefaces the score of Don Juan with three quotes taken from the 

work of the mid-eighteenth-century German poet Nicolas Lenau on which Strauss 

based his tone poem. Though not an integral part of Strauss' program, the quotes 

capture Lenau's portrayal of Don Juan: his insatiability and desire to live for the 

moment, his self-gratification and admiration of beauty, and the result of a life 

of debauchery - supreme boredom. 

There is more to Strauss' work, however. Strauss uses melodies and motives 

to tell an elaborate story of love scenes, a carnival, and the death of Don Juan. 

The opening theme that represents Don Juan's energy and passion consists of four 

motives that reappear throughout the work in various guises. This is followed by 

Don Juan's encounter with a lady whom he pursues; she is represented by a short 

fragment played pianissimo in the upper strings. Don Juan, however, is not satis

fied, and his attention is captured by another. Frag~ents of a love theme follow 

in various instruments, before appearing fully in clarinet and horn and then 

strings and winds. Shortly afterwards, we hear Don Juan's heroic theme - he is 

off again! We hear a new theme in G minor in the lower strings that represents 

an intense yearning and desire to woo a new exploit. This lady's resistance fol

lows in the syncopated figure heard in the flute. Eventually, she acquiesces, and 

what follows is one of the most exquisite musical portrayals of love in the litera

ture. Beginning with oboe, the theme enters by way of a tender octave leap, and 

sounds among the wind instruments before returning to the oboe. Based upon 

the same motive, the horns sound Don Juan's heroic triumph. 

The next section is known as the Carnival Scene, which likely parallels the 

masked ball found in Lenau's work. Musically, it is a hodgepodge of motives 

that leads to a recapitulation featuring only the themes of Don Juan, now in 

even grander fashion than before. The program takes a surprising turn here: 

the final scene is a duel between Don Juan and Don Pedro. Now that the pas

sion that fueled his "raging storm" has diminished, Don Juan longs for some

one to rid him of his tiresome life; he yields to his challenger's sword. After a 

dramatic glissando in the harp, the orchestra sustains the tension of the moment; 

the fatal blow is heard in the trumpets. 
- Note by Jim Haisler 



BIOGRAPHIES 

Born in Montreal, Quebec, twenty-three year old HERMINE GAGNE began 

her violin studies at the age of four with Jacqueline S. David. At age ten she 

became a student of Joanne Arel at the Conservatoire de musique de Montreal, 

where she completed her undergraduate studies in April 2000 and obtained the 

Prix avec grande distinction. She is currently a graduate student of Kathleen 

Winkler at the Shepherd School of Music, where, last year, she received the 

Sallie Shepherd Perkins Prize in music for highest achievement. Before her 

studies in Houston, she studied with Kathleen Winkler at the Music Academy 

of the West in Santa Barbara during the summers of 2000 and 2001. Hermine 

Gagne has appeared as soloist with the Montreal Symphony Orchestra, the 

Academy Festival Orchestra (Santa Barbara), and the Orchestre symphonique 

du Conservatoire de musique de Montreal. Twice a finalist, she won first prize 

in the Canadian Music Competition in 1997. In November 2001, she won the top 

prize at the Montreal Symphony Orchestra Competition, and in April 2002, she 

received second place at the Tuesday Musical Club Competition in Houston. Ms. 

Gagne performs this evening as a winner of the 2001 Shepherd School Concerto 

Competition. 

DAVID IN-JAE CHO is currently in his third year as a graduate conduct

ing student of Larry Rachlejf at the Shepherd School of Music. As the 2002 

David Effron Conducting Fellow, Mr. Cho conducted the Chautauqua Institute 

Orchestra under the guidance of Timothy Muffitt, Evan Wilson, and other dis

tinguished conductors and artists. In 2001 Mr. Cho was one of the semi-final

ists of the Lorin Maazel Conducting Competition in Japan. During that sum

mer, Mr. Cho conducted the Schleswig-Holstein and the Sibelius Academy Or

chestras as a student of Jorma Panula and Esa-Pekka Salonen. In 1999 Mr. Cho 

was a Conducting Fellow at Tanglewood, where he was coached by Seiji Ozawa, 

Robert Spano, and Sir Andre Previn. Mr. Cho is a graduate of the Oberlin and 

Peabody Conservatories where he studied piano with Robert Shannon and 

Robert McDonald and conducting with Louis Lane. 

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS 

Sunday, November 3, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

Larry Rachleff, conductor PROGRAM: Bach-Suite No. 3 in D Major, BWV 1068; 

Grieg- Two Elegiac Melodies, Op. 34; and Copland -Appalachian Spring. 

Stude Concert Hall. Free admission . 

Thursday, December 5, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

Larry Rachleff, conductor; James Gaffigan, guest conductor PROGRAM: Debussy-
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Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun; Mendelssohn - Concerto for Violin and Orches- ., • 

train E Minor, Op. 64 (Tor Johan Bl!Jen, soloist); and Brahms - Serenade No. 2 in 

A Major, Op.161. Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 

Friday, December 6, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Larry Rachleff, conductor; James Gaffigan, guest conductor PROGRAM: Ross 

Adrian Williams- On Open Sky; Canteloube -Songs of the Auvergne (selections 

from Series 1-4) (Susan Lorette Dunn, soprano); and Prokofiev -Selections from 

Romeo and Juliet, Suites 1 and 2. Stude Concert Hall. Free admission. 
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